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Maturity Promotion #2Maturity Promotion #2

Fun Fact: Juice Shop is probably the most shipwrecked  Flagship  Project  at OWASP!



 

 

  

  

  

Juice Shop Success Pyramid™Juice Shop Success Pyramid™
contributorscontributors 3939

owaspowasp flagship projectflagship project

code stylecode style standardstandard cii best practicescii best practices silversilver

downloadsdownloads 8k total8k total downloadsdownloads 3k3k docker pullsdocker pulls 2M2M



Seriously?Seriously?

docker pullsdocker pulls 2M2M
  



Seriously?Seriously?

docker pullsdocker pulls 2M2M
No, really, No, really, seriously???seriously???



        

       

       

      

More LanguagesMore Languages
≥85% UI translation available for

<85% translation available for



 

>2,800 LeanPub Readers>2,800 LeanPub Readers

Fun Fact: The book is free but made  revenue thanks to voluntary buyers so far!



CTF Multi-Framework-SupportCTF Multi-Framework-Support

Useful Fact: With  you can now fully automate CTF setups!juice-shop-ctf --config myconfig.yml

https://asciinema.org/a/197662?t=0:17
https://www.npmjs.com/package/juice-shop-ctf-cli


Google Summer of Code 2018Google Summer of Code 2018

 Project  Challenge Pack       Project  Angular Migration  
 Student  Shoeb Patel                         Student  Aashish Singh  

 Mentor  Jannik Hollenbach   Mentor  Timo Pagel               Mentor  Björn Kimminich 



Live DemoLive Demo
OWASP Juice Shop 8.xOWASP Juice Shop 8.x

http://demo.owasp-juice.shophttp://demo.owasp-juice.shop

http://demo.owasp-juice.shop/


Last but not least...Last but not least...



...I made (kind of) a promise in the abstract......I made (kind of) a promise in the abstract...



...and luckily, my good pal Brian from ...and luckily, my good pal Brian from ......7MS Podcast7MS Podcast

https://7ms.us/


...gave in to the massive 👍😄🎉💓 pressure......gave in to the massive 👍😄🎉💓 pressure...

https://github.com/braimee/bpatty/issues/13


...so that I can proudly present......so that I can proudly present...



...the ...the alpha-releasealpha-release of the of the

Juice Shop jingleJuice Shop jingle
0:00 / 0:48

...in front of live audience for the �rst time exclusively at !
(Naturally, �nding this sound�le and its lyrics will become two new challenges very soon!)



    

Thank you for your continued interest in the project!Thank you for your continued interest in the project!
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